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Context: XML in the Humanities
Text modelling outside OHCO model: TEI (Text Encoding Initiative)

Textual phenomena (variation, overlap, etc.)

Focus: computational philology and textual variation

"Collation": the comparison of two or more text versions 



Problem Statement
How can we make optimal use of the potential of XML for computational 
philology?

1. Modelling textual variation in TEI
2. Hypergraphs and hypergraph merging
3. Visualise/export results



Source: Woolf, V. "Time Passes". Initial Holograph 
Draft Manuscript p.154, in "Woolf Online"
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Simultaneity
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Structure

Source: Woolf, V. "Time Passes". Initial Holograph Draft Manuscript p.157, in "Woolf Online"

Witness 1



Structure

Source: Woolf, V. "Time Passes". Typescript p.5, in "Woolf Online"

Witness 2



Structure

(simplified) TEI-XML transcription of manuscript p.157 (simplified) TEI-XML transcription of typescript p.5

Witness 1 Witness 2
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Modelling Texts in the Humanities
Beyond OHCO:

- Intradocumentary variation  multiple paths through one text, encoded with 
TEI tags

- Structure  comparing different documents with different structures results 
in conflicting hierarchies



Conditions
Different types of XML data:

- fully ordered
- unordered

Text-centric XML of literary texts (in short: "TEI text") = partially ordered data 



Functional Requirements

Processing and analysing TEI text in a native way

Automated collation: finding the minimum set of changes needed to turn one 
document into the other.

Outset: 

- documents are partially ordered 
- treat structure and text equally
- compare more than 2 documents



Technical Requirements
Data model:

- schema-aware
- store multiple hierarchies

Processing:

- find the smallest amount of differences between two TEI texts
- distinguish between words, punctuation, markup
- respect non-linearity of TEI text



HyperCollate

HyperCollate = automated collation tool that uses a hypergraph model for variation

Hypergraph: nodes, hyperedges (one-to-one; one-to-many; many-to-many)

HyperCollate processes complex features of text, including:

- overlapping hierarchies
- intradocumentary variation



Hypergraph Model for Textual Variation





Steps of HyperCollate

1. Convert XML tree of each witness into a variant hypergraph
2. Align two variant hypergraphs
3. Merge two hypergraphs in one collation hypergraph
4. Repeat in case of >2 witnesses
5. Visualise/export collation hypergraph



1. Transform TEI text witnesses into variant hypergraphs



2. Align the variant hypergraphs



3. Merge variant hypergraphs into one collation hypergraph 





Conclusion
TEI text, being partially ordered data, is especially challenging for processing.

Requirements for analysis of textual variation:

- process multiple paths (i.e. be schema-aware)
- store multiple hierarchies

A hypergraph data model allows us to make optimal use of XML's potential for 
humanities research.
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